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equations in several variables and of the structure that one can give to
the solutions of such equations. The study can be carried out in four
ways: analytical, topological, algebraico-geometric, and arithmetic. This
volume offers a rapid, concise, and self-contained introductory approach
to the algebraic aspects of the third method, the algebraico-geometric.
The treatment assumes only familiarity with elementary algebra up to
the level of Galois theory. Starting with an opening chapter on the
general theory of places, the author advances to examinations of
algebraic varieties, the absolute theory of varieties, and products,
projections, and correspondences. Subsequent chapters explore normal
varieties, divisors and linear systems, differential forms, the theory of
simple points, and algebraic groups, concluding with a focus on the
Riemann-Roch theorem. All the theorems of a general nature related to
the foundations of the theory of algebraic groups are featured.
Geometry Aug 06 2020 At last: geometry in an exemplary, accessible and
attractive form! The authors emphasise both the intellectually
stimulating parts of geometry and routine arguments or computations in
concrete or classical cases, as well as practical and physical applications.
They also show students the fundamental concepts and the difference
between important results and minor technical routines. Altogether, the
text presents a coherent high school curriculum for the geometry course,
naturally backed by numerous examples and exercises.
Algebra Sep 30 2022 This book is intended as a basic text for a one year
course in algebra at the graduate level or as a useful reference for
mathematicians and professionals who use higher-level algebra. This
book successfully addresses all of the basic concepts of algebra. For the
new edition, the author has added exercises and made numerous
corrections to the text. From MathSciNet's review of the first edition:
"The author has an impressive knack for presenting the important and
interesting ideas of algebra in just the "right" way, and he never gets
bogged down in the dry formalism which pervades some parts of
algebra."
Algebraische Strukturen Apr 25 2022
Differential and Riemannian Manifolds May 15 2021 This is the third
version of a book on Differential Manifolds; in this latest expansion three
chapters have been added on Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian
geometry, and the section on sprays and Stokes' theorem have been
rewritten. This text provides an introduction to basic concepts in
differential topology, differential geometry and differential equations. In
differential topology one studies classes of maps and the possibility of
finding differentiable maps in them, and one uses differentiable
structures on manifolds to determine their topological structure. In
differential geometry one adds structures to the manifold (vector fields,
sprays, a metric, and so forth) and studies their properties. In differential
equations one studies vector fields and their integral curves, singular
points, stable and unstable manifolds, and the like.
Linear Algebra Mar 25 2022 "Linear Algebra" is intended for a one-term
course at the junior or senior level. It begins with an exposition of the
basic theory of vector spaces and proceeds to explain the fundamental
structure theorem for linear maps, including eigenvectors and
eigenvalues, quadratic and hermitian forms, diagnolization of symmetric,
hermitian, and unitary linear maps and matrices, triangulation, and

Undergraduate Analysis Sep 18 2021 This logically self-contained
introduction to analysis centers around those properties that have to do
with uniform convergence and uniform limits in the context of
differentiation and integration. From the reviews: "This material can be
gone over quickly by the really well-prepared reader, for it is one of the
book’s pedagogical strengths that the pattern of development later
recapitulates this material as it deepens and generalizes it." -AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY
Undergraduate Algebra Jul 29 2022 The companion title, Linear
Algebra, has sold over 8,000 copies The writing style is very accessible
The material can be covered easily in a one-year or one-term course
Includes Noah Snyder's proof of the Mason-Stothers polynomial abc
theorem New material included on product structure for matrices
including descriptions of the conjugation representation of the diagonal
group
Lehrbuch der Algebra Mar 13 2021 Dieses ausführlich geschriebene
Lehrbuch eignet sich als Begleittext zu einer einführenden Vorlesung
über Algebra. Die Themenkreise sind Gruppen als Methode zum Studium
von Symmetrien verschiedener Art, Ringe mit besonderem Gewicht auf
Fragen der Teilbarkeit und schließlich als Schwerpunkt
Körpererweiterungen und Galois-Theorie als Grundlage für die Lösung
klassischer Probleme zur Berechnung der Nullstellen von Polynomen und
zur Möglichkeit geometrischer Konstruktionen.
A First Course in Calculus May 27 2022 This fifth edition of Lang's book
covers all the topics traditionally taught in the first-year calculus
sequence. Divided into five parts, each section of A FIRST COURSE IN
CALCULUS contains examples and applications relating to the topic
covered. In addition, the rear of the book contains detailed solutions to a
large number of the exercises, allowing them to be used as worked-out
examples -- one of the main improvements over previous editions.
Introduction to Algebraic and Abelian Functions Dec 10 2020
Introduction to Algebraic and Abelian Functions is a self-contained
presentation of a fundamental subject in algebraic geometry and number
theory. For this revised edition, the material on theta functions has been
expanded, and the example of the Fermat curves is carried throughout
the text. This volume is geared toward a second-year graduate course,
but it leads naturally to the study of more advanced books listed in the
bibliography.
Algebra Mar 01 2020 This basic text for a one-year course in algebra at
the graduate level thoroughly prepares students to handle the algebra
they will use in all of mathematics. The author assumes that students
have a basic familiarity with the language of mathematics "i.e.: sets and
mapping, integers, and rational numbers." The text was thoroughly
revised and enhanced in response to reviewers' comments and
suggestions. Designed to improve students' retention and
comprehension, the text is divided into four parts. The first introduces
the basic notions of algebra. The second covers the direction of algebraic
equations, including the Galois theory, and the final two parts cover the
direction of linear and multilinear algebra.
Introduction to Algebraic Geometry Nov 20 2021 Author Serge Lang
defines algebraic geometry as the study of systems of algebraic
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Jordan canonical form. The book also includes a useful chapter on convex
sets and the finite-dimensional Krein-Milman theorem. The presentation
is aimed at the student who has already had some exposure to the
elementary theory of matrices, determinants and linear maps. However
the book is logically self-contained. In this new edition, many parts of the
book have been rewritten and reorganized, and new exercises have been
added.
Collected Papers I Dec 30 2019 Serge Lang is not only one of the top
mathematicians of our time, but also an excellent writer. He has made
innumerable and invaluable contributions in diverse fields of
mathematics and was honoured with the Cole Prize by the American
Mathematical Society as well as with the Prix Carriere by the French
Academy of Sciences. Here, 83 of his research papers are collected in
four volumes, ranging over a variety of topics of interest to many
readers.
Algebraic Number Theory Feb 21 2022 This is a second edition of
Lang's well-known textbook. It covers all of the basic material of classical
algebraic number theory, giving the student the background necessary
for the study of further topics in algebraic number theory, such as
cyclotomic fields, or modular forms. "Lang's books are always of great
value for the graduate student and the research mathematician. This
updated edition of Algebraic number theory is no exception."—MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS
Basic Mathematics Nov 01 2022 This text in basic mathematics is ideal
for high school or college students. It provides a firm foundation in basic
principles of mathematics and thereby acts as a springboard into
calculus, linear algebra and other more advanced topics. The information
is clearly presented, and the author develops concepts in such a manner
to show how one subject matter can relate and evolve into another.
Challenges May 03 2020 This collection, based on several of Lang's
"Files", deals with the area where the worlds of science and academia
meet those of journalism and politics: social organisation, government,
and the roles that education and journalism play in shaping opinions. In
discussing specific cases in which he became involved, Lang addresses
general questions of standards: standards of journalism, discourse, and
of science. Recurring questions concern how people process information
and misinformation; inhibition of critical thinking and the role of
education; how to make corrections, and how attempts at corrections are
sometimes obstructed; the extent to which we submit to authority, and
whether we can hold the authorities accountable; the competence of socalled experts; and the use of editorial and academic power to suppress
or marginalize ideas, evidence, or data that do not fit the tenets of
certain establishments. By treating case studies and providing extensive
documentation, Lang challenges some individuals and establishments to
reconsider the ways they exercise their official or professional
responsibilities.
Calculus of Several Variables Jan 11 2021 This new, revised edition
covers all of the basic topics in calculus of several variables, including
vectors, curves, functions of several variables, gradient, tangent plane,
maxima and minima, potential functions, curve integrals, Green’s
theorem, multiple integrals, surface integrals, Stokes’ theorem, and the
inverse mapping theorem and its consequences. It includes many
completely worked-out problems.
Collected Papers IV Nov 28 2019 Serge Lang is not only one of the top
mathematicians of our time, but also an excellent writer. He has made
innumerable and invaluable contributions in diverse fields of
mathematics and was honoured with the Cole Prize by the American
Mathematical Society as well as with the Prix Carriere by the French
Academy of Sciences. Here, 83 of his research papers are collected in
four volumes, ranging over a variety of topics of interest to many
readers.
Short Calculus Nov 08 2020 From the reviews "This is a reprint of the
original edition of Lang’s ‘A First Course in Calculus’, which was first
published in 1964....The treatment is ‘as rigorous as any mathematician
would wish it’....[The exercises] are refreshingly simply stated, without
any extraneous verbiage, and at times quite challenging....There are
answers to all the exercises set and some supplementary problems on
each topic to tax even the most able." --Mathematical Gazette
Math! Jul 05 2020
The Beauty of Doing Mathematics Sep 06 2020 If someone told you
that mathematics is quite beautiful, you might be surprised. But you
should know that some people do mathematics all their lives, and create
mathematics, just as a composer creates music. Usually, every time a
mathematician solves a problem, this gives rise to many oth ers, new and
just as beautiful as the one which was solved. Of course, often these
basic-mathematics-serge-lang

problems are quite difficult, and as in other disciplines can be
understood only by those who have studied the subject with some depth,
and know the subject well. In 1981, Jean Brette, who is responsible for
the Mathematics Section of the Palais de la Decouverte (Science
Museum) in Paris, invited me to give a conference at the Palais. I had
never given such a conference before, to a non-mathematical public.
Here was a challenge: could I communicate to such a Saturday afternoon
audience what it means to do mathematics, and why one does
mathematics? By "mathematics" I mean pure mathematics. This doesn't
mean that pure math is better than other types of math, but I and a
number of others do pure mathematics, and it's about them that I am
now concerned. Math has a bad reputation, stemming from the most
elementary levels. The word is in fact used in many different contexts.
First, I had to explain briefly these possible contexts, and the one with
which I wanted to deal.
Math Talks for Undergraduates Jun 03 2020 For many years, Serge Lang
has given talks on selected items in mathematics which could be
extracted at a level understandable by those who have had calculus.
Written in a conversational tone, Lang now presents a collection of those
talks as a book covering such topics as: prime numbers, the abc
conjecture, approximation theorems of analysis, Bruhat-Tits spaces, and
harmonic and symmetric polynomials. Each talk is written in a lively and
informal style meant to engage any reader looking for further insight into
mathematics.
Math! Feb 09 2021 Dieses Buch enthalt eine Sammlung von Dialogen
des bekannten Mathematikers Serge Lang mit Schulern. Serge Lang
behandelt die Schuler als seinesgleichen und zeigt ihnen mit dem ihm
eigenen lebendigen Stil etwas vom Wesen des mathematischen Denkens.
Die Begegnungen zwischen Lang und den Schulern sind nach
Bandaufnahmen aufgezeichnet worden und daher authentisch und
lebendig. Das Buch stellt einen frischen und neuartigen Ansatz fur
Lehren, Lernen und Genuss von Mathematik vor. Das Buch ist von
grossem Interesse fur Lehrer und Schule
Topics in Cohomology of Groups Oct 20 2021 The book is a mostly
translated reprint of a report on cohomology of groups from the 1950s
and 1960s, originally written as background for the Artin-Tate notes on
class field theory, following the cohomological approach. This report was
first published (in French) by Benjamin. For this new English edition, the
author added Tate's local duality, written up from letters which John Tate
sent to Lang in 1958 - 1959. Except for this last item, which requires
more substantial background in algebraic geometry and especially
abelian varieties, the rest of the book is basically elementary, depending
only on standard homological algebra at the level of first year graduate
students.
Complex Analysis Dec 22 2021 Now in its fourth edition, the first part
of this book is devoted to the basic material of complex analysis, while
the second covers many special topics, such as the Riemann Mapping
Theorem, the gamma function, and analytic continuation. Power series
methods are used more systematically than is found in other texts, and
the resulting proofs often shed more light on the results than the
standard proofs. While the first part is suitable for an introductory
course at undergraduate level, the additional topics covered in the
second part give the instructor of a gradute course a great deal of
flexibility in structuring a more advanced course.
Number Theory, Analysis and Geometry Jun 23 2019 Serge Lang was an
iconic figure in mathematics, both for his own important work and for
the indelible impact he left on the field of mathematics, on his students,
and on his colleagues. Over the course of his career, Lang traversed a
tremendous amount of mathematical ground. As he moved from subject
to subject, he found analogies that led to important questions in such
areas as number theory, arithmetic geometry, and the theory of
negatively curved spaces. Lang's conjectures will keep many
mathematicians occupied far into the future. In the spirit of Lang’s vast
contribution to mathematics, this memorial volume contains articles by
prominent mathematicians in a variety of areas of the field, namely
Number Theory, Analysis, and Geometry, representing Lang’s own
breadth of interest and impact. A special introduction by John Tate
includes a brief and fascinating account of the Serge Lang’s life. This
volume's group of 6 editors are also highly prominent mathematicians
and were close to Serge Lang, both academically and personally. The
volume is suitable to research mathematicians in the areas of Number
Theory, Analysis, and Geometry.
The Beauty of Doing Mathematics Aug 30 2022 If someone told you that
mathematics is quite beautiful, you might be surprised. But you should
know that some people do mathematics all their lives, and create
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mathematics, just as a composer creates music. Usually, every time a
mathematician solves a problem, this gives rise to many oth ers, new and
just as beautiful as the one which was solved. Of course, often these
problems are quite difficult, and as in other disciplines can be
understood only by those who have studied the subject with some depth,
and know the subject well. In 1981, Jean Brette, who is responsible for
the Mathematics Section of the Palais de la Decouverte (Science
Museum) in Paris, invited me to give a conference at the Palais. I had
never given such a conference before, to a non-mathematical public.
Here was a challenge: could I communicate to such a Saturday afternoon
audience what it means to do mathematics, and why one does
mathematics? By "mathematics" I mean pure mathematics. This doesn't
mean that pure math is better than other types of math, but I and a
number of others do pure mathematics, and it's about them that I am
now concerned. Math has a bad reputation, stemming from the most
elementary levels. The word is in fact used in many different contexts.
First, I had to explain briefly these possible contexts, and the one with
which I wanted to deal.
Faszination Mathematik Oct 27 2019
Real and Functional Analysis Jun 15 2021 This book is meant as a text for
a first-year graduate course in analysis. In a sense, it covers the same
topics as elementary calculus but treats them in a manner suitable for
people who will be using it in further mathematical investigations. The
organization avoids long chains of logical interdependence, so that
chapters are mostly independent. This allows a course to omit material
from some chapters without compromising the exposition of material
from later chapters.
Algebra für Dummies Apr 01 2020 Da glaubt man, nach der Schule wäre
man Mathematik und Algebra entkommen, und dann hatte der Lehrer,
der immer behauptete, dass man in der Schule fürs Leben lerne, doch
Recht. "Algebra für Dummies" hilft allen, bei denen die Mathematik
unversehens wieder ins Leben zurückgekehrt ist, sei es nun am
Arbeitsplatz, bei einer Weiterbildung oder an der Universität. Wem
Brüche, Exponenten und Kurvendiskussionen die Haare zu Berge stehen
lassen und Terme auch in Papierform den Schweiß auf die Stirn treiben,
dem hilft dieses Buch auf einfache und humorvolle Art und Weise.
Collected Papers V Sep 26 2019 Serge Lang (1927-2005) was one of
the top mathematicians of our time. He was born in Paris in 1927, and
moved with his family to California, where he graduated from Beverly
Hills High School in 1943. He subsequently graduated from California
Institute of Technology in 1946, and received a doctorate from Princeton
University in 1951 before holding faculty positions at the University of
Chicago and Columbia University (1955-1971). At the time of his death
he was professor emeritus of Mathematics at Yale University. An
excellent writer, Lang has made innumerable and invaluable
contributions in diverse fields of mathematics. He was perhaps best
known for his work in number theory and for his mathematics textbooks,
including the influential Algebra. He was also a member of the Bourbaki
group. He was honored with the Cole Prize by the American
Mathematical Society as well as with the Prix Carrière by the French
Academy of Sciences. These five volumes collect the majority of his
research papers, which range over a variety of topics.
Introduction to Linear Algebra Jun 27 2022 This is a short text in linear
algebra, intended for a one-term course. In the first chapter, Lang
discusses the relation between the geometry and the algebra underlying
the subject, and gives concrete examples of the notions which appear
later in the book. He then starts with a discussion of linear equations,
matrices and Gaussian elimination, and proceeds to discuss vector
spaces, linear maps, scalar products, determinants, and eigenvalues. The
book contains a large number of exercises, some of the routine
computational type, while others are conceptual.
Problems and Solutions for Undergraduate Analysis Jul 17 2021 The
present volume contains all the exercises and their solutions for Lang's
second edition of Undergraduate Analysis. The wide variety of exercises,
which range from computational to more conceptual and which are of
vary ing difficulty, cover the following subjects and more: real numbers,
limits, continuous functions, differentiation and elementary integration,
normed vector spaces, compactness, series, integration in one variable,
improper integrals, convolutions, Fourier series and the Fourier integral,
functions in n-space, derivatives in vector spaces, the inverse and
implicit mapping theorem, ordinary differential equations, multiple
integrals, and differential forms. My objective is to offer those learning
and teaching analysis at the undergraduate level a large number of
completed exercises and I hope that this book, which contains over 600
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exercises covering the topics mentioned above, will achieve my goal. The
exercises are an integral part of Lang's book and I encourage the reader
to work through all of them. In some cases, the problems in the
beginning chapters are used in later ones, for example, in Chapter IV
when one constructs-bump functions, which are used to smooth out
singulari ties, and prove that the space of functions is dense in the space
of regu lated maps. The numbering of the problems is as follows.
Exercise IX. 5. 7 indicates Exercise 7, §5, of Chapter IX.
Acknowledgments I am grateful to Serge Lang for his help and
enthusiasm in this project, as well as for teaching me mathematics (and
much more) with so much generosity and patience.
Einführung in die Kryptographie Aug 25 2019 Das Internet durchdringt
alle Lebensbereiche, ob Gesundheitsversorgung, Finanzsektor oder auch
anfällige Systeme wie Verkehr und Energieversorgung. Kryptographie ist
eine zentrale Technik für die Absicherung des Internets. Dieses
Lehrbuch behandelt Instrumente der modernen Kryptographie, wie
Verschlüsselung und digitale Signaturen. Das Buch vermittelt
Studierenden der Mathematik, Informatik, Physik, Elektrotechnik
genauso wie Lesern mit mathematischer Grundbildung das Basiswissen
für ein präzises Verständnis der Kryptographie.
Abelian Varieties Apr 13 2021 Based on the work in algebraic geometry
by Norwegian mathematician Niels Henrik Abel (1802–29), this
monograph was originally published in 1959 and reprinted later in
author Serge Lang's career without revision. The treatment remains a
basic advanced text in its field, suitable for advanced undergraduates
and graduate students in mathematics. Prerequisites include some
background in elementary qualitative algebraic geometry and the
elementary theory of algebraic groups. The book focuses exclusively on
Abelian varieties rather than the broader field of algebraic groups;
therefore, the first chapter presents all the general results on algebraic
groups relevant to this treatment. Each chapter begins with a brief
introduction and concludes with a historical and bibliographical note.
Topics include general theorems on Abelian varieties, the theorem of the
square, divisor classes on an Abelian variety, functorial formulas, the
Picard variety of an arbitrary variety, the I-adic representations, and
algebraic systems of Abelian varieties. The text concludes with a helpful
Appendix covering the composition of correspondences.
Elliptic Functions Jan 29 2020 Elliptic functions parametrize elliptic
curves, and the intermingling of the analytic and algebraic-arithmetic
theory has been at the center of mathematics since the early part of the
nineteenth century. The book is divided into four parts. In the first, Lang
presents the general analytic theory starting from scratch. Most of this
can be read by a student with a basic knowledge of complex analysis.
The next part treats complex multiplication, including a discussion of
Deuring's theory of l-adic and p-adic representations, and elliptic curves
with singular invariants. Part three covers curves with non-integral
invariants, and applies the Tate parametrization to give Serre's results
on division points. The last part covers theta functions and the Kronecker
Limit Formula. Also included is an appendix by Tate on algebraic
formulas in arbitrary charactistic.
Lineare Algebra Oct 08 2020 Das seit über 35 Jahren bewährte,
einführende Lehrbuch im kompakten Taschenbuchformat mit einer
umfassenden Stoffauswahl eignet sich als Grundlage für eine
zweisemestrige Vorlesung für Studierende der Mathematik, Physik und
Informatik. Der Text enthält zahlreiche Übungsaufgaben. Lösungen
findet man in dem von H. Stoppel und B. Griese verfassten Übungsbuch.
Zur Motivation der Studierenden enthält das Buch eine Einführung, in
der die Bedeutung der Linearen Algebra als Grundlage innerhalb der
Mathematik und ihren Anwendungen beschrieben wird.
Collected Papers Aug 18 2021
Topics in Nevanlinna Theory Jul 25 2019 Lang offers chapters on
Nevanlinna theory in one variable, and equidimensional higher
dimensional theory. Cherry's chapters address Nevanlinna theory for
meromorphic functions on coverings of C, and equidimensional
Nevanlinna theory on coverings of Cn. Annotation copyrighted by Book
News, Inc., Portland, OR
Fundamentals of Differential Geometry Jan 23 2022 This book
provides an introduction to the basic concepts in differential topology,
differential geometry, and differential equations, and some of the main
basic theorems in all three areas. This new edition includes new
chapters, sections, examples, and exercises. From the reviews: "There
are many books on the fundamentals of differential geometry, but this
one is quite exceptional; this is not surprising for those who know Serge
Lang's books." --EMS NEWSLETTER
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